Several software maintenance tasks such as debugging, phaseidentification, or simply the high-level exploration of system functionality, rely on the extensive analysis of program traces. These usually require the developer to manually discern any repeated patterns that may be of interest from some visual representation of the trace. This can be both time-consuming and inaccurate; there is always the danger that visually similar trace-patterns actually represent distinct program behaviours. This paper presents an automated phase-identification technique. It is founded on the observation that the challenge of identifying repeated patterns in a trace is analogous to the challenge faced by data-compression algorithms. This applies an established data compression algorithm to identify repeated phases in traces. The SEQUITUR compression algorithm not only compresses data, but organises the repeated patterns into a hierarchy, which is especially useful from a comprehension standpoint, because it enables the analysis of a trace at at varying levels of abstraction.
INTRODUCTION
Many questions about program behaviour can only be answered by observing the program as it executes. A range of dynamic analysis techniques have been developed that are based on the use of program traces (recorded program executions), which can incorporate any run-time information such as variable values, as well as the sequence of function calls or events during the execution. Powerful tracing frameworks are increasingly becoming part of the routine development WODA 2010 Trento, Italy process (c.f. the Eclipse TPTP framework, or the extensive tracing frameworks that are built into emerging languages such as Erlang).
One of the main comprehension tasks [13] is the task of identifying repeated phases of behaviour -repeated patterns of trace elements such as method calls -that occur at runtime. Such phases indicate cohesive units of functionality that can be used as a basis for investigating the broader behaviour of the program. The task of identifying repeated phases becomes particularly challenging when the trace is large, and the patterns are complex. Identifying whether one part of a trace is similar to another part, and working out whether and how it relates to other phases is virtually infeasible if the trace is merely presented to the developer in a textual format.
Several visualisation tools have been developed that are intended to address this problem (amongst other comprehension tasks). Visual abstractions such as message sequence charts (and variants) [10, 3] , signals [7, 12] , and similarity matrices [12, 2] have all been used to identify potential phases in traces. The value of visualisation techniques lies in their ability to summarise large volumes of information, providing a succinct visual overview. However, they are ultimately dependent on the expertise of the person using them, and can be open to ambiguity. Two phases of a trace may appear visually similar, but contain significant functional differences. Furthermore, it is up to the developer to identify any relationships between low-level program phases and macroscopic phases that aggregate them.
The challenge of identifying repeated patterns of behaviour within a sequence is not unique to trace analysis. The work in this paper is based on the observation that the notion of phases also forms the basis for data compression algorithms. Compression algorithms are designed specifically to highlight repetitions in the data, so that these can be collapsed into a compressed form. Of course, compression algorithms are routinely used to compress program traces for storage. However, to the best of the authors' knowledge there has been no work on exploiting the mechanisms of compression algorithms for the sake of highlighting repeated phases and understanding program behaviour. The SEQUITUR algorithm by Nevill-Manning and Whitten [9] is particularly appealing in this respect. Whereas conventional dictionary compression algorithms store repeated patterns Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. of behaviour in a lookup-table, the SEQUITUR algorithm stores repeated patterns as a hierarchy. Thus, it not only identifies the repeated patterns of behaviour, but also identifies how they are related to each other.
The contribution of this paper is to show how the SEQUITUR algorithm can be used to understand program traces in terms of their repeated phases of behaviour. It is envisaged that the resulting approach will present a useful basis for understanding program behaviour. An openly-available framework is presented that (1) recodes traces into a suitable format for the SEQUITUR algorithm and (2) provides a visual representation of the resulting phase hierarchy. The technique is assessed on a large trace from an openly available systems (JHotDraw). The trace has previously formed the basis for the evaluation of the ExtraVis trace-visualisation system by Cornelissen et al. [3] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the necessary background knowledge. Section 3 shows how phase hierarchies can be extracted from phases with the SEQUITUR algorithm. Section 4 presents a case study that shows how the approach is applied to a JHotDraw trace. Section 5 describes related work, and section 6 describes our conclusions and future work.
BACKGROUND 2.1 Context-Free Grammars
The SEQUITUR algorithm, which is introduced in the next section, produces a context-free grammar (CFG). A CFG is formally defined by four components G = (Σ, N, S, P ): Σ is a finite set of terminals -the set of symbols that belong to the underlying language. N is a finite set of non-terminals, where each non-terminal represents a set of sequences of terminals. S is a single non-terminal that represents the starting point for the language. P is a set of production rules that map a non-terminal to a string of zero or more terminals and non-terminals.
As a small example, we could have a grammar where Σ = {a, b, c}, N = {A, B}, S = A and P is the set of rules A → abB, B → A, and B → c. This represents the language of all sequences that contain at least one sequence < a, b > and terminate with a c.
When a sequence is generated from a grammar, it can be interpreted in terms of a parse-tree. The root of the tree is S, the branch nodes are non-terminals in N , branches are defined by P , and the leaves from left to right are the terminals that constitute the sequence. This provides a hierarchical overview of the rules in the grammar that were used to construct the sequence.
The SEQUITUR Compression Algorithm
The SEQUITUR algorithm was developed by Nevill-Manning and Witten [9] specifically for the compression of strings (sequences of discrete symbols). Its strength is the fact that, as an artefact of the compression process, it produces an explicit hierarchical structure of how repeated patterns of elements in the sequence are related to each other. The basic idea is that a sequence such as: "coding compiling compressing and comprehending" contains a lot of repeated subsequences. An effective compression algorithm will reduce Table 1 : Rules produced for phrase "coding compiling compressing and comprehending" this redundancy as much as possible. To provide an intuition of the SEQUITUR algorithm, a CFG that it produces is shown in table 1. The grammar exactly produces the phrase. The initial rule (0) starts off with a reference to rule 1, which produces "co", this is followed by a "d", followed by a reference to rule 2, which contains a reference to rule 6, which produces "ing", etc. The compression occurs because a sequence of symbols that occurs multiple times (such as "co" in rule 1) can be replaced by simple references to the rule that represents that sequence. The hierarchical structure of the CFG is apparent; Rule 0 is the root of the tree, and the terminals are the leaves.
The algorithm is founded on two constraints: (1) no pair of adjacent symbols can appear more than once in the grammar, and (2) every rule has to be used more than once. The input sequence is processed one symbol at a time. If a pair of symbols < x, y > is observed that has appeared previously (violating constraint 1), a new rule R →< x, y > is generated and the pair are replaced by that rule. However, if there is already an existing rule S →< x, y >, the pair are replaced by S instead. If the replacement with S in turn produces a repeating pair, then the rule generation / replacement process is repeated until constraint 1 is not violated. This forms a hierarchy of rules that summarise the input sequence.
So far the rules have only two terminals / non-terminals on their right-hand side. Several rules may have been generated that are only used once, violating property 2 (rules must appear more than once). When this is the case, every occurrence of the unique rule is replaced with the sequence of terminals and non-terminals on its right-hand side. This can in turn lead to larger rules with more complex right-hand sides. It is important to note that, for a given sequence, there are multiple possible valid CFGs that a SEQUITUR implementation could produce, for the work in this paper we adopt the openly available Java implementation by Frank 1 . For a more detailed discussion and illustration of the compression process, the reader is referred to the original paper by Nevill-Manning and Witten [9] .
PHASE EXTRACTION
The process of extracting phase hierarchies and using these to understand program behaviour is illustrated with respect to a trace from a fictional text editor. The trace records the following sequence: Loading and displaying a text file, editing it by inserting text and copying and pasting, saving the file, and reloading it. We begin by showing how such a
Original trace: load, displayDir, selectFile, renderChar, renderChar, renderChar, renderChar, insertChar, renderChar, insertChar, renderChar, insertChar, renderChar, select, copy, paste, renderChar, renderChar, select, copy, paste, renderChar, renderChar, renderChar, saveFile, displayDir, selectFile, load, displayDir, selectFile, renderChar, renderChar, renderChar, renderChar, renderChar, renderChar, renderChar, renderChar, renderChar Mappings: load=a, displayDir=b, selectFile=c, renderChar=d, insertChar=e, select=f, copy=g, paste=h, saveFile=i
Recoded trace: abcddddedededfghddfghddddibcabcddddddddd Figure 1 : Pre-processing a trace from text editor trace is processed, to enable the SEQUITUR algorithm to process it. We then show the resulting hierarchy of tracephases, and show how it forms a suitable basis for established comprehension processes. This example is small and only serves to demonstrate how the process works. The true value of the process will become clear with the case study in the next section.
Pre-processing a trace
As input, we take a trace in its raw format (e.g. a large XML file of method calls generated by Eclipse TPTP). Before a trace can be processed by the SEQUITUR algorithm it needs to be pre-processed. It would not make sense to simply use the text file produced by the tracing framework, with its long method signatures, XML tags etc. Were this to be done, the vast majority of rules would be the result of repeated patterns in the naming conventions, and tags, as opposed to the patterns of repeated method invocations that constitute program phases.
The pre-processing step consists of reducing each trace element (i.e. method-signature) into a single symbol for the trace. Our pre-processor implementation can take traces from the Eclipse TPTP format, and the format used for the ExtraVis tool [3] . We select characters from the Unicode character set, which means that we can process traces with a virtually unlimited number of different event types or function names. The process is illustrated in figure 1 on a trace from a fictional text editor -the trace is simplified to short method names and the coding is restricted to ASCII characters for the sake of illustration.
Running the SEQUITUR algorithm
Running the SEQUITUR algorithm on the (recoded) texteditor trace in figure 1 produces the rules shown in table 2, where the initial rule S is rule 0. To make sense of the set of rules, the terminals have to be mapped back to their original method names, and the decoded set of rules is shown in the lower section of the table.
The algorithm produces six rules. Rule 0 represents the complete trace, and the other rules represent phases and subphases that occur within the trace. There is only one ter- Table 2 : Rules produced from text editor trace minal in the top-level rule (0), because the saveFile method only appears once in the trace. All of the other elements are part of repeated patterns that are encoded by their own rules. From here on we refer to the CFG as the phasehierarchy, where each phase corresponds to a rule.
We adopt a bottom-up approach to reading the hierarchy, and start off with phases that consist only of terminals. Phase 5 denotes the displaying of the contents of a directory and the subsequent selection of a file. Phase 4 denotes the repeated rendering of characters on the screen. Phase 2 denotes the typing of a character, followed by its rendering on the screen. There are also higher-level phases that are composed of both terminals and non-terminals. Phase 3 denotes the process of selecting, copying and pasting, followed by phase 4 (repeatedly rendering characters). Phase 1 denotes the process of loading and displaying a file; the load command, followed by phase 5 (displaying a directory and saving a file), followed by two occurrances of phase 4 (repeatedly rendering characters). Phase 0 is a special phase, because it represents the trace in its entirety, in terms of the rest of the identified phases.
Having identified the hierarchy of phases, there remains the challenge of actually using them as a basis for understanding how the program behaves. Attempting to understand phase hierarchies in their textual form, as shown in table 2 is a tedious process. The mental burden can be alleviated by displaying the hierarchy diagrammatically. Figure 2 displays the hierarchy in table 2 in a diagrammatical format. Each phase is displayed within its own rectangle (the thickness of the rectangle corresponds to the number of times that a rule has been referenced). Terminals are shown in ellipses and non-terminals are shown in rectangles. Each non-terminal is connected to its corresponding phase with a dashed arrow.
When the trace is large and complex, and produces a large phase hierarchy, the developer can resort to beacons (familiar identifiers or method names) to home-in on relevant phases. If the developer has no prior knowledge of the implementation, there is an alternative heuristic. If a phase is large and frequent, it can be assumed that it plays a significant role. Thus, each phase can be annotated with a weight, which is computed by multiplying its size (number of termi-be compressed in some way. So far, compression algorithms have been mainly used solely to reduce the amount of space required to store a trace. To the best of the author's knowledge, the fact that they intrinsically identify phases has not been exploited so far.
Larus [8] used the SEQUITUR algorithm to capture a complete execution profile from an execution trace in terms of its basic blocks and control-flow edges. Ultimately the trace serves merely as a means of recording trace information, and the actual hierarchical information that is generated during compression is ignored. This work uses the SEQUITUR algorithm, but with the expressed aim of exploiting the generated phase-hierarchy to better understand the hidden trace structure. Preliminary work by the authors [1] employed the LZW dictionary compression algorithm to identify phases from traces. However, with this approach the resulting set of phases is 'flat', there are no explicit relationships between high-level phases and lower-level ones. Furthermore, if there is a large phase at the beginning of the trace, it is not discovered. These weaknesses are eliminated by using SEQUITUR.
Feature Identification Approaches
The feature-identification challenge is to answer the question: "Which source code statements are responsible for implementing feature X?". The problem has its roots in the work on software reconnaissance by Wilde et al. [15] , who combine traces that are known to execute a feature with those that are known not to in order to identify the relevant source code. Eisenbarth et al. [4] have attempted to combine dynamic analysis with static analysis and Formal concept analysis to identify potential features. More recently, Greevy and Ducasse [5] , Kothari et al. [6] and Wanatabe et al. [14] have all worked on the identification of trace phases to identify features in the source code.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The process of understanding program traces largely revolves around the identification of repeated patterns of trace elements, and working out how different patterns might be related to each other. Similarly, the process of compressing a stream of data revolves around identifying repeated patterns, so that redundant repetitions can be eliminated where possible. This paper shows that, thanks to this analogy, established data compression techniques can be exploited for the purpose of program comprehension, and has demonstrated this with the SEQUITUR algorithm.
The evaluation has so far been largely qualitative, but shows that the technique is promising. In our future work we will use a larger set of traces from a broader range of systems. We will also identify a set of metrics to form the basis for a more quantitative approach. This will involve the identification of a set of target phases for each trace, and measuring the precision. Our future work will also look at existing visualisation tools to investigate how the hierarchical information can be used to make the visualisations more useful to the developer.
